Chemical structures of organic compounds are characterized numerically by a variety of structural descriptors, one of the earliest and most widely used being the Wiener index W, derived from the interatomic distances in a molecular graph. Extensive use of such structural descriptors or topological indices has been made in drug design, screening of chemical databases, and similarity and diversity assessment. A new set of topological indices is introduced representing a partitioning of the Wiener index based on counts of even and odd molecular graph distances. These new indices are further generalized by weighting exponents which can be optimized during the quantitative structure-activity/-property relationship (QSAR/QSPR) modeling process. These novel topological indices are tested in QSPR models for the boiling temperature, molar heat capacity, standard Gibbs energy of formation, vaporization enthalpy, refractive index, and density of alkanes. In many cases, the even/odd distance indices proposed here give notably improved correlations.
INTRODUCTION
The continuous development of structural descriptors and statistical equations transformed quantitative structureproperty relationships (QSPR) and quantitative structureactivity relationships (QSAR) into powerful and widely used models for the prediction of physical, chemical, and biological properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] During the past 20 years QSPR and QSAR techniques have gained wide acceptance in physical, organic, analytical, pharmaceutical, and medicinal chemistry, biochemistry, chemical engineering and technology, toxicology, and environmental sciences. The success of the QSPR and QSAR approach can be explained by the possibility of estimating the properties of new chemical compounds without the need to synthesize and test them. The main hypothesis in the QSPR and QSAR approach is that all properties (physical, chemical, and biological) of a chemical substance are statistically related to its molecular structure. The chemical structure of organic compounds is represented in a numerical form by various theoretical descriptors; these descriptors are used in a statistical model for the computation of the desired molecular property. An inspection of the published QSPR and QSAR models shows that molecular graph descriptors and topological indices (TIs) are used with success in modeling various properties and demonstrates that they are valuable descriptors of chemical structure. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Comparative QSPR studies of existing graph descriptors [16] [17] [18] [19] clearly indicate that each property is best modeled by a specific descriptor or group of descriptors and that there is enough room for novel descriptors, designed to improve the correlational abilities of present-day topological indices. Another direction of intense research is represented by the parametrization of vertex-and edge-weighted molecular graphs, representing organic compounds with heteroatoms and multiple bonds; 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] this research direction is stimulated by the novel application of molecular graph descriptors in similarity and diversity assessment, in database mining, and in the virtual screening of combinatorial libraries. 24 The use of modern TIs in chemistry begins with the Wiener index W, which was applied for establishing correlations between molecular structure and physical properties of alkanes. 25 Hosoya extended the original definition to cyclic compounds with the aid of the distance matrix and gave a graph-theoretical formula for the Wiener index as "the half sum of the off-diagonal elements of a distance matrix D whose element d ij is a number of bonds for the shortest path between atoms i and j′′. 26 Together with the connectivity indices, 1,2 the Wiener index is the most frequently used graph descriptor in QSAR/QSPR models. Its success stimulated the research in the domain of descriptors based on graph distances, novel molecular matrices, 12 and Wiener-like indices. 13 Elements of the distance matrix were used to define degree-distance VTI indices; 27 such vector-matrix invariants can generate TIs with a low degeneracy. The idea to use reciprocal distances in computing VTI indices was adopted in the definition of the reciprocal distance matrix RD. [28] [29] [30] [31] Another distance measure was defined as the resistance distance matrix Ω; 32 this metric is identical with that induced by the distance matrix only for acyclic compounds, while for cyclic compounds the resistance distance matrix offers the possibility of computing an index related but not identical to the Wiener index. Other recently defined distance-related matrices are the detour ∆, 33 detourdistance ∆-D, 33 distance-valency Dval, 34 and complementary distance CD 35 matrices. Graph distances were used to define the Wiener polynomial, 36, 37 which is the source of novel topological indices used with success in several QSPR models. 38 For bipartite molecular graphs, in which vertices can be separated into starred and unstarred, the Wiener number can be separated into three components, representing the distance sums for the three types of pairs of vertices: starred-starred, unstarred-unstarred, and starred-unstarred. 39 Using this separation, it was demonstrated that the degeneracy of the Wiener index is greater for odd values of N, the number of vertices from the molecular graph. The original formula of the Wiener index 25 was extended to afford the computation of the hyper-Wiener index WW. 40, 41 Because initially WW was defined only for acyclic graphs, an extension was proposed for cyclic graphs 42 and a related molecular matrix was defined. 43 The HyWi graph operator implements a hyper-Wiener type formula for any molecular matrix; 12, 13, 23 its weighted graph extension was used to describe the diversity and descriptor clustering for molecules selected from the National Cancer Institute AIDS database. 44, 45 Recent developments in the area of distance descriptors include Wiener-related sequences, 46, 47 vectormatrix multiplication descriptors, 48 matrix-vector-matrix multiplication descriptors, 49 and novel graph metrics. [50] [51] [52] The mean Wiener index for alkanes was computed as an average property of isomeric series; 53, 54 this novel concept of mean structural descriptors can be significant in characterizing mixtures of organic compounds. The relatively high degeneracy of W due to the global summation of distances can be reduced by using information theory, as demonstrated by the highly discriminating topological indices U, V, X, and Y defined on vertex distances. [55] [56] [57] Recently, the U, V, X, and Y information indices were extended for any symmetric molecular matrix derived from vertex-and edge-weighted molecular graphs, 58, 59 giving the graph operators U(M), V(M), X(M), and Y(M) that were applied with success in QSPR equations 60 and in modeling the retention indices of alkylphenols in gas-liquid chromatography. 61 In this paper we propose and study a group of novel graph descriptors computed from the graph distances. While in Wiener-like indices all matrix elements are counted together, the main idea is to separate the interatomic distances into two groups, i.e., even and odd graph distances. The even/ odd distances are subsequently summed to give two distinct graph invariants that are combined into a series of new graph descriptors that measure the molecular size and shape. These novel descriptors are tested in a large number of QSPR models, and it is demonstrated that such splitting of graph distances into even/odd counts is a fruitful one, offering topological indices with a greater, enhanced correlational power.
EVEN/ODD DISTANCE COUNT STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTORS
Molecular graphs are nondirected chemical graphs that represent organic compounds, using different conventions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Usually, only non-hydrogen atoms are taken into account in molecular graphs. In the graph representation of molecules, their geometrical features such as bond lengths or bond angles are not taken into account, and the chemical bonding of atoms is regarded as being their most important characteristic. In molecular graphs vertices correspond to atoms and edges represent covalent bonds between atoms. In this paper we consider only hydrogen-suppressed, simple (nonweighted) molecular graphs, in which vertices correspond to carbon atoms and edges correspond to single carboncarbon bonds; such molecular graphs are usually used to depict alkanes and cycloalkanes. A graph G ) G(V,E) is an ordered pair consisting of two sets, the vertex set V ) V(G) and the edge set E ) E(G). In a connected graph, the graph distance d ij between a pair of vertices V i and V j is equal to the length of the shortest path connecting the two vertices. The graph distance has the following properties:
For any molecular graph G, the element [D(G)] ij of the distance matrix D is equal to the topological distance d ij between vertices V i and V j .
All elements of the distance matrix D can be partitioned into two classes, i.e., even and odd. The sum of even graph distances in the molecular graph G is defined with the equation:
where the summation goes over all even elements in the upper triangle of the distance matrix D and p is a constant that affords an increased flexibility to this graph invariant. When used in QSAR/QSPR models, p can be optimized to give better statistical indices. In a similar manner we define the sum of odd graph distances in the molecular graph G, by collecting together the remaining graph distances: where the summation goes over all odd elements in the upper triangle of the distance matrix D and q is a constant that weights the odd distances. 
in the next section we will investigate the correlational power of the SumE, SumO, W e+o , W e/o , W o/e , and W e·o indices using QSPR models developed for six alkane properties.
GENERATION OF STRUCTURE-PROPERTY MODELS
Data. The QSPR models were developed for a data set consisting of 134 alkanes between C 6 and C 10 , for the following six physical properties: 62 t b , boiling temperature at normal pressure (°C); C p , molar heat capacity at 300 K (J K -1 mol -1 ); ∆ f G°3 00 (g), standard Gibbs energy of formation in the gas phase at 300 K (kJ mol -1 ); ∆ vap H 300 , vaporization enthalpy at 300 K (kJ mol -1 ); n D 25 , refractive index at 25°C ; F, density at 25°C (kg m -3 ). The value of the refractive index of 2,2,3,3-tetramethylbutane is missing, while the reported density of this compound, 821.70 kg m -3 , is seemingly too high when compared with the density of similar alkanes and it was not considered in the computation of the density QSPR models. As is known, there are 142 constitutional isomers for these alkanes, but data for all six properties are missing for the following eight of them: n-hexane, n-nonane, n-decane, 2-methylnonane, 3-methylnonane, 4-methylnonane, 5-methylnonane, and 3-ethyl-2,4-dimethylhexane. This data base of alkane properties was previously used to test a neural network QSPR model, using descriptors derived from the adjacency, distance, and reciprocal distance matrices. 63 where M ) M(G) is a symmetric N × N molecular matrix of a molecular graph G with N vertices. The Wiener operator Wi(M) is an extension of the Wiener index; while W is computed from the distance matrix D, the Wiener operator Wi(M) can be applied to any molecular matrix, derived either from the molecular graph or from the three-dimensional structure of a chemical compound. Four molecular matrices are used in this study for the computation of Wiener-like indices, namely, distance D, reciprocal distance RD, [28] [29] [30] [31] complementary distance CD, 35 and reciprocal complementary distance RCD 35 matrices. QSPR Model. Three types of QSAR equations were computed for each alkane property. First, to test the correlational ability of the structural descriptors as shape descriptors, when the molecular size remains constant, we have computed all monoparametric QSPR models for the 18 octane isomers. A second test involved the whole collection of molecules, and its intention was to determine if certain even/odd distance invariants are able to encode in an efficient way both the size and shape (branching) information; in this test only monoparametric correlations were computed. Finally, the third test involved biparametric QSPR models of the entire set of 134 alkanes, in which the size descriptor considered was N and the second descriptor was one of the topological indices investigated in this paper. To make a comparison with the correlational power of wellestablished topological indices, all QSPR tests will also be performed with connectivity indices and Wiener-like descriptors. For each experiment we will report in the first part of each table the statistical results for the connectivity and Wiener-like indices, with the descriptors in the same order; in the second part of each table we will give the best 15 QSPR equations obtained with the even/odd distance descriptors, ordered according to the decreasing value of F.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Normal Boiling Temperature. In Table 1 
from Table 1 is the exclusive presence of negative p and q parameters; therefore, larger graph distances have lower weights and, consequently, a small influence on the value of the graph descriptors. We have to point that the largest contributions to the numerical value of the Wiener index W arises from pairs of distant vertices; on the other hand, in three recently introduced molecular matrices, namely, the reciprocal distance RD, [28] [29] [30] [31] distance-valency Dval, 34 and complementary distance CD 35 matrices, the value of the matrix elements corresponding to pairs of vertices decreases when the distance between the vertices increases. Our results from Table 1 obtained with the W o/e and W e/o indices indicate that a good QSPR performance is obtained by structural descriptors that give more weight to shorter graph distances, a property that is consistent with the commonly accepted theory that interactions are inversely proportional to the distance between interacting bodies.
The boiling temperature QSPR models for the entire set of 134 alkanes, obtained with monoparametric equations, are presented in Table 2 . In this large set of alkanes, between C 6 and C 10 , both the size and shape (branching) effects are encountered. The connectivity and Wiener-like indices give worse results than N, because the experimental values of the boiling temperature are clustered according to N, with no overlap between clusters; in this way, a simple size description of the alkane can perform much better than more elaborated structural descriptors. The second part of Table  2 gives the results for the novel even/odd distance descriptors; the weighted sum of odd distances SumO(-2), with r ) 0.9804, s ) 5.25, and F ) 3266.3, is the best one, with much better statistics than N. In fact, the top four positions are occupied by the same index SumO(q) computed with negative values for the parameter q, i.e., q ) -2, -1.5, -1, and -0.5, while the remaining QSPR equations are obtained with the weighted sum of even and odd distances W e+o . The presence of only negative q parameters in SumO and of almost only negative p and q parameters in W e+o is again an indication that such a distance weighting is more appropriate in good structural descriptors; this can also be noticed by comparing the statistical indices of Wi(D) and Wi(RD). However, the separation of even and odd distances in two terms individually weighted gives a higher flexibility and better correlational ability.
The biparametric QSPR equations for the boiling temperature of the entire set of 134 alkanes are presented in Table  3 . Since the descriptor N accounts for boiling temperature variations with the molecular size, the second parameter evidently reflects in some way the alkane shape and branching. Basically, we can expect that structural descriptors with good results for the 18 octane set should perform similarly in this instance. Indeed, the best results are obtained by 2 , with r ) 0.9841, s ) 4.75, and F ) 2013.2; 2 represents the weighted contribution of propane-like subgraphs and is a measure of molecular branching. The 15 molecular shape indices W o/e and W e/o offer better QSPR models than the Wiener-like indices, with top results given by W o/e (-1,-1), with r ) 0.9835, s ) 4.83, and F ) 1939.3. Although in this test 2 gives slightly better results than W o/e -(-1,-1), we have to recall that QSPR equations are statistical models, and a change in the set of molecules can reverse the situation. The important thing is the improvement in QSPR quality when passing from Wiener-like indices to even/odd distance descriptors. A second deduction that can be made regarding the even/odd distance descriptors is their different structural content: while SumE(p), SumO(q), W e+o -(p,q), and W e·o (p,q) have a mixed information content regarding both the molecular size and shape, the even-odd ratio indices W e/o (p,q), W o/e (p,q) are mainly shape indices, as demonstrated by their good results both for octanes and, in combination with N, for the entire set of alkanes. A certain preference for the sum of odd distances SumO(q) was noticed, but it remains to be demonstrated if this has a larger significance or is limited only to boiling temperature. Molar Heat Capacity. As one can see from the results reported in Table 4 , no single index is able to model well the alkane molar heat capacity of the 18 octane isomers. We do not claim that such a descriptor does not exist, but it is not found in the set of topological indices tested in this paper. The results presented in Table 5 show that for the entire set of 134 alkanes the number of carbon atoms N is the best descriptor (with r ) 0.9870, s ) 4.10, and F ) 4977.7) followed by the sum of odd distances SumO(-2) (with r ) 0.9797, s ) 5.10, and F ) 3160.6). Overall, the novel even/ odd distance descriptors give better results than the connectivity and Wiener-like indices. We have to point out here the identity of two descriptors that appear in Table 5 , namely, Wi(RD) and W e+o (-1,-1): both are the sum of the reciprocal values of all distances in the molecular graph. It is worth pointing out that only size and shape indices SumO-(q) and W e+o (p,q) are present in Table 5 , generally with negative values for the parameters p and q. The results from Table 6 , representing biparametric QSPR models for the 134 alkane molar heat capacity, show that the first places are occupied by W e·o (-2,0.5), with r ) 0.9874, s ) 4.05, and F ) 2545.2, and 1 , with r ) 0.9873, s ) 4.06, and F ) 2539.8. All these biparametric equations that contain N and a graph descriptor offer only a marginal improvement over the monoparametric QSPR model with N, presented in Table 5 . Although the alkane molar heat capacity cannot be adequately modeled only with the investigated descriptors and with such simple models, the even/odd distance descriptors are comparable to the other conventional descriptors considered.
Standard Gibbs Energy of Formation.
The alkane standard Gibbs energy of formation is also a somewhat difficult property to model only with the descriptors involved in this study, as can be seen from the results from Table 7 obtained for the 18 octane isomers. The top results are obtained with 3 p (r ) 0.7951, s ) 2.39, and F ) 27.5) and SumO(-2) (r ) 0.7855, s ) 2.44, and F ) 25.8). A total of three SumO descriptors are present in Table 7 , all three with a The QSPR models have the general form tb ) a0 + a1N + a2SD, where N is the number of carbon atoms. negative values for the parameter q; similarly to the results obtained for the boiling temperature (Table 2 ) and molar heat capacity (Table 5) , it seems that the sum of odd distances has a greater structural relevance than the sum of even distances. Another group of even/odd distance descriptors relevant to the modeling of octane ∆ f G°3 00 is represented by several W e+o (p,q), mainly with negative p and q parameters.
The standard Gibbs energy of formation QSPR models for the entire set of 134 alkanes, obtained with monoparametric equations, are presented in Table 8 . Although the size parameter N (r ) 0.8008, s ) 8.85, and F ) 236.0) has a dominant role in this data set, the best results are obtained with an even/odd index that incorporates both size and shape information, namely, W e·o (-2,-1), with r ) 0.8889, s ) 6.77, Table 9 ; the top index is W e+o (1.5,2), with r ) 0.9274, s ) 5.55, and F ) 402.6. A comparison with the first part of Table 9 , containing QSPR equations obtained with the reference indices, shows again a superiority for the even/odd distance descriptors. Vaporization Enthalpy. The size-independent QSPR models for the vaporization enthalpy of the 18 octane isomers are presented in Table 10 . From the best 15 even/odd distance descriptors, the first 11 are distance product indices W e·o - a The QSPR models have the general form ∆fG°300 ) a0 + a1SD. a The QSPR models have the general form ∆fG°300 ) a0 + a1N + a2SD, where N is the number of carbon atoms. a The QSPR models have the general form ∆vapH300 ) a0 + a1SD. a The QSPR models have the general form ∆vapH300 ) a0 + a1SD.
Therefore, for the alkane vaporization enthalpy of the whole set of 134 molecules, Wi(D) is superior to all even/odd distance descriptors investigated in this paper; this is not surprising, since we cannot expect that a group of structurally related indices will give the best QSAR in all instances. A similar situation is detected in Table 12 , where we present the biparametric ∆ vap H 300 QSPR equations for the entire set of 134 alkanes. The best equation is obtained with 0 (r ) 0.9866, s ) 0.71, and F ) 2398.8), while the second place is occupied by W e+o (-1.5,-2), with r ) 0.9796, s ) 0.87, and F ) 1560.1. The next descriptor is SumE(-2); we have to mention that from the whole set of 12 QSPR experiments a The QSPR models have the general form ∆vapH300 ) a0 + a1N + a2SD, where N is the number of carbon atoms. 3 p represents the weighted contribution of butane-like subgraphs and is a measure of molecular branching combined with some size contribution, due to the summation of the contributions of all linear subgraphs with four carbon atoms. The second best index is the sum of even distances SumO(-2), with r ) 0.9623, s ) 0.0014, and F ) 187. 6 . In fact, all four SumO(q) indices with negative values for the parameter q are present in was performed for the whole group of 133 alkanes (Tables  14 and 15 ). Overall, the distance sum indices W e+o (p,q) with negative p and q parameters give the best QSPR models; three SumO indices are present in the top 15 QSPR models, namely, SumO(-1. 
